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Time 12.30 p.m onwards

Duration 3 hours

Place/Platform College Seminar Hall

Number of Participants 25

Welcome speech No

Introduction to the speaker No

Activities

NZM-The Poetry Society of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Khalsa College organized an inter college
Poetry recitation event on Harivansh Rai Bachchan’s Birth anniversary.

Tina and Yashasvi served as the hosts for the event and it started with welcoming our Principal Professor
Gurmohinder Singh and our convenor Professor Deepmala Ma’am and our judge Professor Avichal Bhatnagar
from the English Department and acknowledging their insightful guidance and support in organizing the
event.

Then the anchors further talked about motive of organizing this event and significance of such glorious poets
like Harivansh Rai Bachchan and their work that serve as wise footprints for fellow young poets.

After that we gave a brief introduction of our Poetry Society NZM to the participants from different colleges
and talked about it endeavors as trilingual society for new poets to showcase their talents on a platform
where all languages are appreciated.

Then we explained the rules to all the participants for the competition and started with it. Each participant
then graced us with their poems and made the event a success.

At the end our convenor Professor Deepmala Ma’am announced the results with Sudhanshu Raghuvanshi
from Ramjas College securing the 1st Position, along with Ketan Mishra from Aryabhatta College and Sanya
securing second and third position respectively. We also gave an encouragement certificate to Ayushi
Khumavat from our college.

Overall, the event was a success with its poetic rhythm and stories. We got guidance from our teachers and
cherished the talents of poets from different universities.

Main Ideas



● Inter College poetry recitation competition.
● Celebrating Harivansh Rai Bachchan’s birth anniversary and paying him tribute.
● Gathering poets from different colleges and institutions for an insightful event.
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